CLASS REP MEETING MINUTES
Meeting Information:
Date: March 19, 2021

Attendance
Location: Zoom

Start Time: 1:00PM

End Time: 1:50PM

Topic(s) of Discussion
Agenda

Yosaf: Welcome! Thank you for being here.
Everyone: Icebreakers
Everyone: Meet the team
Exec, Speaker/ Deputy Speaker: Discussion
- Rules of order and Zoom protocols
- What does the Student Council Do?
- Your role as a representative, enshrined in the constitution
General Discussion:
- Safety/infrastructure concerns, bring to the Safe School Senator
- All other concerns, bring to the Grade Senators
Aleksi: Voting on club charters: French Club, Mock Trial, Unicornucopia, GRO
Gabe: Voting on the Quad 3 Budget
Aleksi: The Constitutional Reform Committee
Sam: Grad hoodie, Prom and Commencement
● Yosaf: Thank you for coming
● Yosaf: Information to provide and discuss with your class!
○ The Constitution Reform Committee is looking for feedback on how the House
of Reps and Senate can be changed! If anyone has feedback, please
message the SAC instagram - @sacnss
○ Please provide a copy of the clubs and associations budget for quad 3 to your
cohort! Quad 3 Budget
○ Please also provide a copy of the meeting minutes! Meeting Minutes
Questions/Concerns/Suggestions
There is an uneven distribution of workload, and there remains a lack of accommodation for student
accommodations
Why is the audio for announcements and “O Canada” always so quiet
Both comments will be relayed to admin during our next exec meeting
Does the F block class not get a rep? Am I the rep?

Please find minutes on the next page
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●
●
●

Yosaf/Aleksi: Welcome to the Student Council, we are grateful to have you.
Introduction of all members
Discussed various aspects of the student council and related protocols
○ Rules of order
○ Rights of Members
○ Intro to what student council is
○ Intro to what the constitution is
○ Levels of government
○ Responsibilities at each level
○ The HOR, and the role of the cohort representative
○ In case the cohort rep is not able to attend, the vice rep will attend in their
absence.
○ Cohort reps should talk with their class monthly to discuss any concerns
that they may have about the school atmosphere and anything that can
be improved.
○ Cohort rep should also brief their class about what happened during the
HOR meeting, providing them with minutes
○ During HOR meetings, cohort reps should give their opinions on topics
that we are discussing. Feel free to bring up any concerns directly to your
grade senator or type them in the chat

Vinusha: Safe schools concerns?
● None
Emma, Ben, Sierra, and Noah: Grade Senators Concerns?
● There is an uneven distribution of workload, and there remains a lack of accomodation
for difficult accommodations
● Why is the audio for announcements and “O Canada” always so quiet
● Both comments will be relayed to admin during our next exec meeting
Aleski: Four clubs passed: Club Charters
● Student asked why clubs were being voted on together
○ Response: For efficiency’s sake, though if there were a situation when a class
rep had an issue with one of the clubs, it would be separated from the list and
voted on separately
● Student asked whether their class was supposed to have seen this information prior to
the meeting because their class had not
○ Response: This is the first time that cohort reps have been shown this
information, except for being linked in the agenda from yesterday
Gabe: Quad 3 budget passed, 36 for and 2 against
Quad 3 budget
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Aleksi: The CRC is currently reviewing ways to bring reform to the Senate and the House. Get in
touch with Aleksi if you or a member of your class have any ideas on how they can be reformed.
Sam: Prom and commencement have been canceled in the traditional sense, we are looking at
alternatives. We are working on grad hoodie designs as well. Let her know if you have any
creative ideas about how to host the events
Yosaf: To recap:
● Please share the Quad 3 Budget, the list of clubs passed today and Meeting Minutes
with your cohort.
● Ask if anyone in your cohort has concerns about school safety
● Ask about input into how to improve the House and Senate from your cohort
Question: Does the F block class not get a rep? Am I the rep?
● Response: All students are represented by their E-block class, so there is no need for an
F-block representative.

